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Objective: Chinese medicine and pharmacy education have not well defined since ancient times. In 1906, army medical school set up medicine and pharmacy education, which represents the beginning of Chinese modern pharmacy education. Looking back upon the development of pharmacy education, its achievement and lessons, we can get experience and guidance for future development of pharmacy education.

Method: Literature review, inductive and summary method. This paper studies Chinese pharmacy education in modern history stage. This paper also tries to outline its development history and features by doing review and research on related materials. And it compares the development process of Chinese and western pharmacy education.

Conclusion: The introduction of western culture had a great impact on traditional Chinese medicine and pharmacy system. Modern pharmacy education boomed, while its primary, secondary and higher school institutions still need to develop. Its establishment provided the basis for pharmacy education and trained talents for Chinese medicine and pharmacy.
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Abstract Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) is a kind of cerebrovascular disease with acute onset, severe illness, high mortality and high disability rate. How to effectively reduce the damage of nerve function has become...